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Open and clear the flow of energy in all energy systems of the body!
Joyfully activate the healing potential within!
Intuitively reconnect to your Inner Guidance and the Wisdom of the Universe!
Enjoy this wonderful NEW Attunement using the
Triad of Harmonic Liquids Opal, Joy, Intuition to assist you!
Put 5 drops each of Opal, Joy, Intuition in a large glass of purified water and take a drink. Breathe
deeply. Focus on clearing and purifying disharmonic frequencies and bring forth your Joy and
guidance from the Divine Wisdom within.
• Open and clear the flow of energy in all energy systems of the body.
Take another drink and focus on Harmonizing:
- Disconnection, Fragmentation, Etheric Blockages
- Negative spiritual energies/patterns
To Energetically Assist and Inspire your:
- Spiritual Connection, Clear/open/align aura, meridians, chakras
- Coherence between energy systems/bodies, Cranio-sacral, Fascia
• Joy activates the potential of anything it is placed in or on.
Take another drink and focus on Harmonizing:
- Low-level wellness, Aging, Lethargy, Injury, Oppression
- Products, chemicals, microwaved items
To Energetically Assist and Inspire your:
- Regeneration, Inner Smile, Healing, Vitality, Life sustaining energy
- Transformation of distorted energy, All cells and systems
• Reconnect your “brain” with your “inner voice” and Wisdom of the Universe.
Take another drink and focus on Harmonizing:
- Scattered, Doubtful, Brain Fog, Indecision
- Hyperactive, Confused, Mental addictions
To Energetically Assist and Inspire your:
- Divine Wisdom, Inner guidance, Perception, Clarity, Alertness
- Memory, Intellect, Meditation, Brainstem, Pineal, Right/Left Brain, ADD
Finish drinking and DECLARE: I embrace the magnificence of the Divine Love within me and allow
it to express its essence through my body, mind and emotions to enhance the full potential of peace, joy
and fulfillment in my life.

Harmonic Liquids Opal, Joy, Intuition - On Sale thru Oct. 2017!
Each 2 oz. is $50 (reg. $70) -- Each 1/2 oz. is $15 (reg. $22)!

Order at 800-243-6156 or 715-355-8515 or online at www.harmonicsinternational.com
Harmonic Products do not treat or cure disease, they work with the energies of the body.
For diagnosis and treatment of medical conditions, contact a health care professional.

Happy Cell Story
You have approximately one hundred trillion cells in your body. Today, we are going to visit one of
those cells. It is a happy little cell. It is busy doing exactly what it was born to do. It has a wonderful life.
It has purpose, reason for being and it is happy.
With every breath that you take, the lymph moves through your body. It gently caresses the cell,
bringing it oxygen and nutrients. It bathes the cell and carries away the toxins produced by the cell.
Then one day, you experience a physical, mental or emotional stress in your life. And you hold your breath
in response to this stress. You begin to breathe in shallow breaths, which no longer pump the lymph through
your body. Our happy little cell no longer gets its full body massage with each breath that you take. The
amount of oxygen and nutrients reaching the cell is decreased. The cell begins to struggle for survival.
The toxins begin to build up around the cell. The fluid around the cell becomes stagnant and parasites
begin to move in. Parasites serve the purpose of cleaning up decayed matter. However, they also enjoy
eating the nutrients which were meant to go to the cell. Plus the stagnant fluid soon becomes filled
with debris and toxins being given off by the parasites. It has become a perfect hiding place for more
parasites to move into. More cells are suffocated and starved, setting up an arena for inflammation,
infection and chronic degenerative conditions.
There is no longer a life-sustaining environment for our little cell. No longer happy, the cell begins to
degenerate. It can no longer carry out its purpose and soon it dies.
One cell out of a hundred trillion has little meaning, but when the numbers begin to multiply symptoms
of degeneration begin to appear. You may feel more tired than usual. Headaches, constipation,
indigestion, lethargy and mood swings are all symptoms of a body in decline. Some call it aging, others
call it stress, in reality - it is a body without the Breath.
The good news is that these symptoms often serve as a catalyst to warn you something is going
wrong. You have the choice to do something positive to make a difference or take a pill to decrease the
discomfort and let the condition accelerate. There are many things that you can do to begin to make a
difference. The first step to restoration is doing something to restore the flow and amplitude of the Breath
of Life throughout your body.
As you begin to Breathe, the lymph begins to move. It washes through the area where the happy cell
used to live. It cleanses the toxins and debris. Now, it is no longer a positive environment for the parasites
and they leave, or are exposed and are destroyed by your immune system. The area soon becomes
flooded with oxygen and nutrients. Within our body is the perfect blueprint for the rebirth of a cell.
A new cell is created. It is a happy little cell. It has purpose and a reason for being. As the lymph
moves with each Breath that you take, the cell receives a full body massage. The lymph gently caresses
the cell, bringing it oxygen and nutrients. It bathes the cell and carries away the toxins produced by the
cell. The cell is a happy little cell.

Help to create Happy Little Cells with the
Cellular Enhancement Program & Universal Harmonic Protocol!
Products used in these programs are: AWAKEN, Peace, Joy, Harmony, Manna and they are NOW ON SALE thru October 2017!
Each 2 oz. is $50 (reg. $95 & $70) * Each 1/2 oz. is $15 (reg. $28 & $22)!!
Harmonic Products do not treat or cure disease. For treatment of medical conditions and disease, contact a health care professional.

Refresh! Renew! Rejuvenate!
Enhance your wonderful little cells - Restore the Breath of Life!
Cellular Enhancement Program
1. Make a special Harmonized Water to support and assist the body:
To a 16 oz. bottle of water, add 2 drops Peace, plus 5 drops each of
AWAKEN, Manna, Joy, and Harmony.
Drink 2 or 3 of these 16 oz. bottles of Harmonized Water per day.
2. Fill a spritzer with Harmonized Water (above) and spritz the palms of your hands
and the soles of your feet twice a day.
You may spritz your car, furniture, bedding, plants, pets, etc.
3. Suggestions to optimize cellular enhancement:
- Put 4 drops Joy in beverages other than Harmonized Water.
- Place 5 drops of Manna on food.
- Put 2 drops AWAKEN on sheets every night before you go to bed.
- Put a drop of Harmony on the sole of each foot or in each shoe daily.
- Put 5 drops of Peace in wash water when laundering clothing and bedding.
4. Optional indulgence:
• Take a bath or foot bath using 5 drops ea. AWAKEN, Manna, Peace,
Joy and Harmony.
5. See product booklet or visit www.harmonicsinternational.com for additional
suggestions on using AWAKEN, Manna, Peace, Joy, and Harmony.

YIn Addition - experience the Universal Harmonic ProtocolY
An amazingly powerful program that helps to:

• sustain the flow of full spectrum harmonic energy in your body!
• allow the individual cells to be gently cradled and lifted out of stagnation and
limitation back to their individual natural state of being in their Rainbow of Life!

(A simple and easy application that takes only a few minute in the morning and evening.)
Instructions are on our website at www.harmonicsinternational.com and in our catalog.

Cellular Enhancement Program & Universal Harmonic Protocol!
Products used in these programs are: AWAKEN, Peace, Joy, Harmony, Manna and they are NOW ON SALE thru October 2017!
Each 2 oz. is $50 (reg. $95 & $70) * Each 1/2 oz. is $15 (reg. $28 & $22)!!
To order call 800-243-6156 or 715-355-8515. Order online at www.harmonicsinternational.com
Harmonic Products, Protocols and Programs do not treat or cure disease, they enhance the energies of the body.
For diagnosis and treatment of medical conditions and disease, contact a health care professional.

Body-Balancers

(1 pair of 1 1/4” wide x 6” long purple acrylic bars)

Release deeply embedded disharmonic emotional energies,
to help bring Balance and stability in the systems of the body!
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$100.00 OFF a pair of Body-Balancers - Only $395! (reg. $495)

October 2017 - Includes a 2 oz. bottle of Harmonic Liquid Balance FREE!
For more information on how to use, visit www.harmonicsinternational.com

or call 800-243-6156 or 715-355-8515 for a booklet.
Order online at www.harmonicsinternational.com or call numbers above.
Harmonic Products do not treat or cure disease. For treatment of medical conditions and disease, contact a health care professional.

Restore Stability with the Emerald Vital Life Discs!
(1 1/2 inch round clear acrylic discs with an etched emerald green logo.)

Become Present and Grounded: Have you ever had a great thought, then you walked into the next
room and it disappeared? This may be caused by excess static in the body’s electrical system that
creates a short-circuit in the neuro-transmission. In order to remain focused and grounded, a flow
of energy between the body’s meridian system and the electro-magnetic grid system of the Earth
must be maintained. The Emerald Vital Life Discs assist to clear the excess static, repair shortcircuits and restore your connection to the Earth, allowing you to be more decisive, determined and
directed toward your desires.
Become Centered and Aligned: Ever feel defeated when things aren’t going as planned? When
static interrupts the flow of life-force energy, you may become out of alignment with the Divine
Nature of your being. By releasing the static, you are able to alleviate guilt, frustration, selfjudgment that comes from inability and failure, and once again become motivated to continue and
be responsible for your goals.
continued next page............

Clear the disruptive energies that sabotage your willpower, motivation,
inspiration, creative expression and energetic drive!
Restore Stability with the Emerald Vital Life Discs
(1 1/2 inch round clear acrylic discs with an etched emerald green logo.)

Continued from previous page.....
Become Balanced and Harmonized: All systems and cells are designed to be balanced and
harmonized with one another. Just think of your body as a country with 70,000 to 100,000 citizens
(cells) and all of the infrastructure to keep it functioning and vital. There is a gigantic metropolis
of communication required for cell reproduction, transportation of nutrients, oxygen and waste
products, metabolism, rejuvenation and rebuilding plus, libraries of knowledge and wisdom, etc.
It is imperative to release static - repair circuits - re-establish balance and harmony within all
communication and function.

Suggested Use:

START SLOWLY! Hold one in each hand or place one in each pocket or each side of bra for 30
- 60 minutes each day. Sit down, breathe gently and focus on something that brings you peace and
joy. Let your body relax. After a few days or weeks, feel free to wear them for several hours.
Once your body has begun to stabilize and restore its natural ability to automatically release excess
static build-up, you can wear them all day long.

Reconnect your “brain” with your “inner voice”!
Realign and enhance the precision of the electro-magnetic body!
Use Harmonic Liquids Intuition and Organization!

Harmonic Intuition -

Inner Knowing and Mental Focus
Harmonizes:
- Scattered, Doubtful, Brain fog, Indecision
- Hyperactive, Confused, Mental Addictions
Energetically Assists:
- Divine Wisdom
- Alertness, Memory
- Perception, Intellect
- Meditation, Clarity, Inner guidance
- Brainstem, Pineal, Right/Left Brain, ADD
Suggested Use:
Take 2-10 drops in water, under tongue, or on
sphenoid.

Harmonic Organization -

Divine Purpose and Wholeness
Harmonizes:
- Fragmentation, Worry, Controlling Energies
- Debilitation, Defeat
- Inflammatory Response
Energetically Assists:
- Soul Connection
- Acceptance of Divine Love Within
- Anti-aging, Innate Healing
- Neuro-Muscular system
- Cranio-sacral system
Suggested Use:
Take 2-10 drops in water, under tongue, or on
voice box.

Emerald Vital Life Discs - $89.00 (reg. $125)
Intuition & Organization - $50 ea. 2 oz. - $15 ea. 1/2 oz.! (reg. 2 oz. $70 - 1/2 oz. $22)
On Sale thru October 2017!
To order call 800-243-6156 or 715-355-8515. Order online at www.harmonicsinternational.com

Harmonic Products do not treat or cure disease. For treatment of medical conditions and disease, contact a health care professional.

October 2017 - In this Issue:

NEW Attunement using Harmonic Liquids Opal, Joy, Intuition
“The Happy Cell Story” + Cellular Enhancement Program
Liquids On Sale: Opal, Joy, Intuition, Peace, Harmony, AWAKEN, Manna, Organization!
$50 ea. 2 oz. - $15 ea. 1/2 oz.!
Body Balancers - $100.00 OFF!
Emerald Vital Life Discs - $89.00 (reg. $125.00)
Order at 800-243-6156 or 715-355-8515 or online at www.harmonicsinternational.com

Divine Intuition is Divine Wisdom.
Your intellect is the storage and analysis of data.
Your inner voice continually nudges your intellect
to accept the Wisdom from the Divine Love within,
from the Heart and Mind of God.
- Symmetry of Divine Love
Friend Ann Marie Work on Facebook
for more Full-Color Inspirations like this.

Harmonics International
2042 Ryan Rd.
Mosinee, WI 54455
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